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Introduction
First developed in 1971, the EPA's Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) has been widely used in
urban areas for planning, analysis, and design related to stormwater runoff, combined sewers, sanitary
sewers, and other drainage systems. XP‐SWMM, published by XP Solutions Inc., uses the EPA SWMM
model as the primary runoff hydrograph simulator for runoff quantity and quality. The major advantage
of XP‐SWMM over other software packages is its ability to combine a 1D river hydraulic model with a 2D
rainfall‐runoff model to generate floodplain maps. In addition, XP‐SWMM is approved by FEMA for the
hydrologic and hydraulic applications detailed in this study.
There are three separate modules present in XP‐SWMM: runoff, sanitary, and hydraulic. The runoff
module includes subcatchment areas for hydrologic modeling. The sanitary module allows for pollutant
loading and water quality analyses, and the hydraulic module is capable of simulating the hydraulics of
channels and storm sewers. Most of the work for Rice University’s flood improvement project was
accomplished in XP‐SWMM’s hydraulic module, while the LID modeling was conducted using the runoff
module.
Harris Gully Watershed
Rice University is located within the Harris Gully watershed, which covers a drainage area of
approximately 5 square miles, consisting mostly of fully‐developed residential and light commercial land
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Figure 1: Th
he Harris Gullyy Watershed with drainagge improvemeents depicted in blue.
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Rice University Flood Improvement Project
The main purpose of the project was to represent Rice University’s existing storm water network using a
1D/2D hydraulic model (XP‐SWMM) and to evaluate the effects of a proposed drainage alternative on
Rice’s 100yr floodplain, focusing specifically on the area adjacent to Alumni Drive. The pipe network of
Rice University was represented as a system of links and nodes in XP‐SWMM. In the proposed
alternative, new 48” pipes would be connected to existing 48” sewers under the Center Quadrangle. The
pipes would then be run along Alumni Drive, underneath the intramural fields and stadium parking lots,
and into Harris Gully. A comparison between the existing and proposed alternatives is depicted in Figure
2.
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Figures 2(a) and (b): Existing (top) and proposed (bottom) storm water network on Rice Campus.
Changes to the existing network are highlighted in blue in 2b.
To create the base XP‐SWMM model, Tropical Storm Erin (August 16, 2007) was used. The primary
reason for the selection of this storm was the availability of high water marks at several locations
throughout the Rice campus. These records later proved to be instrumental in model calibration. The
rainfall data for this event were obtained from a HCOEM rain gauge at Holcombe (OEM400) that
recorded a total rainfall depth of 6.2 in. The rainfall data are shown in Figure 3 below.
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Figure 3: Cumulative Rainfall from
m HCOEM Gauuges.
Land use was categorrized within XP‐SWMM
X
ass either HiFrriction or LoFFriction. HiFriiction represented
highly imp
pervious areaas, mainly the
e buildings on Rice campuus. The rest o
of the Rice—tthe areas of lower
imperviou
usness—was categorized as LoFrictio
on. Figure 4 shows Rice’s land use characteristiics as
representted in XP‐SWM
MM.
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Figure 5: Comparison between XP‐SSWMM modeeled high watter marks andd those observved during TSS Erin.
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Figures 7((a) and (b): Stage Comparrisons at Seleccted Nodes foor 100yr24hr SStorm. The exxisting stormwater
network performance
p
is symbolized
d by the orange curve. Perrformance wiith the propo
osed improvem
ments
is depicted by the blue curve.
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LID Mode
eling
In additio
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Figure 8: Green rooff modeling ussing XP‐SWM
MM.
Comparisons were maade between the base sce
enario (tradittional concreete roofs) and
d the LID sceenario
(green roofs) by usingg the Soil Conservation Se
ervice (SCS) CCurve Number (CN) meth
hod to dictatte the
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Figure 9: Preeliminary Ressults from Greeen Roofs vs. Traditional M
Models in XP‐SSWMM.
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Conclusions and Work in Progress
Overall, XP‐SWMM was found to be instrumental in simulating and depicting the drainage conditions for
the Rice flood improvement project; and based on the preliminary results, it also has potential for
application in the design and evaluation of different LID features. Currently, Rice is in the process of
constructing several new buildings throughout campus, and it is likely that this activity will impact
existing hydrologic conditions. Therefore, it is paramount that more studies are conducted to further
improve our understanding of drainage performance at Rice. Future analyses may include performing a
more detailed hydrology/hydraulics study in the areas beyond Alumni Drive as well as the evaluation of
other LID features, including porous pavements, swales, and infiltration strips.
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